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OBIO
AT A GLANCE

ADVOCACY

ACTION

ACCESS
Building the environment through
advancing policies and programs
designed to increase investment in the
Ontario health science sector.

Building companies by working to
develop policies that will revitalize
market conditions for a thriving
industry.

Building interconnectivity by bringing
together people in the fields of industry,
academia, government and the
investment community.

The Ontario Bioscience Innovation
Organization (OBIO®) is engaged in
strategy, programming, policy
development and advocacy to further
the commercialization of Ontario’s
human health science companies
positioning Ontario as a leader in the
international marketplace.

Early Adopter 
Hospital 
Network

ACCESS
TO

COMMERCIALIZATION

Access to 

Capital

$161M
OBIO CAAP companies 

have raised $150M to 

date since joining the 

program

H2BB candidates 

placed in business 

development roles in  

53 companies

87

157
Earlier stage Pre-CAAP 

companies advised and 

supported by OBIO & 

industry experts each 

year in total since 2015

Access to 

Capital
Access to 

Talent

Access to 

Markets

As of November 2018
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OBIO in a Snapshot

January – November 28, 2018

Participants

993

EventsCompanies

331 41
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Niagara-on-the-Lake Health Sciences Emerging 
Company Forum (February 1st - 2nd 2018) 

OBIO Action
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What is OBIO CAAP?

OBIO CAAP is a 12-month program designed to 
enhance Ontario bioscience company readiness for 

investment at a post seed round of financing

Started in 2013, CAAP is a unique collaborative 
initiative between industry and investors

CAAP harnesses the expertise and engagement that 
OBIO engenders from both the Ontario bioscience 

community and life science investors and 
entrepreneurs from across Canada and the U.S.
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OBIO CAAP

Downstream from existing entrepreneurship 
programs

Tailored program for each CAAP Company to 
prepare for capital raise at the post-seed stage

Connections to CAAP Advisors - subject matter 
experts

Introductions to potential investors
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✓Entrepreneurs improve their financing success
✓Investors access high quality deal flow 



How Does CAAP work?

Application and pitch process – CAAP Companies are selected by 
the OBIO CAAP Steering Committee

Determine CAAP Goals and work to achieve Goals with advice 
from OBIO, CAAP Steering Committee and CAAP Advisors

Assist in access to capital, investor targeting, connections to 
investors
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Who Should Apply?

CAAP

Will benefit from 
advice and expertise 

to access capital 

Ontario bioscience company 
seeking post-seed funding
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Examples of CAAP Goals

• Support for financial forecast and 
marketing assumptions

• Strategies to build barriers to entry
• Financing strategy
• Defensive IP strategy
• US clinical trial plan
• Recruit key hires  
• Recruit board members with 

industry experience and expertise
• Expand company advisory board

• Preparation for pre-CTA and pre-IND 
meeting with Health Canada and 
FDA

• Overarching regulatory strategy and 
global filing strategy 

• HR strategy
• Reimbursement strategy /health 

economics business case
• Investor-ready materials (business 

plan, pitch deck etc. for each 
company)

CAAP Goals are tailored for each company
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Experienced CAAP Advisors

• “CEO Sounding Boards”
• Finance 
• Intellectual property
• Governance
• Other legal counsel
• Enterprise management
• Healthcare economic analysis

• Clinical & Regulatory
• Product Development
• Manufacturing
• Communications and branding
• Licensing
• Marketing
• Many others

CAAP Advisors are tailored for each company
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CAAP Successes

• 59 companies have enrolled in CAAP so far.  They 
have:

– launched 28 products,

– done 134 deals raising $161M with OBIO’s support 
impacted 73% of deals amounting to $150M

• 86% of CAAP companies continue with OBIO post 
CAAP

• 76% of CAAP companies continue operating 4 years 
post CAAP (compared to an average 56% according 
to the US bureau of labor)
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CAAP Successes

• Investor introductions have doubled yearly 
since 2016
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Application and Pitches
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• The application is straightforward – complete the form & checklist, and 
make sure all items on the checklist are addressed by your stand-alone 
non-confidential PowerPoint pitch deck

• You can include additional narrative in the PowerPoint notes

• OBIO and the OBIO CAAP Steering Committee evaluates the applications 
and the pitches; decisions are made by majority

• Companies selected to pitch in February/March will be given a total of 20 
minutes (10+10)

• Best to pitch in person, but may be done remotely  

• CAAP 2019 starts April 1, 2019



CAAP Timeline

CAAP Applications due December 14, 2018 Evaluated by 
OBIO and CAAP Steering Committee

Companies selected to pitch will be notified in February 
2019

OBIO meets with selected companies. 

Pitch to CAAP Steering Committee in Feb / March 2019

CAAP 2019 Companies are selected by OBIO CAAP Steering 
Committee

CAAP Kick-off meeting in late March 2019

CAAP year starts April 1, 2019
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CAAP Company Engagement
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• CAAP Kick Off meeting and CAAP Steering Committee Leads are assigned  

• CAAP Goals are prioritized, CAAP Advisors are identified

• Ongoing OBIO CAAP advice and guidance

• Participate in OBIO CAAP programs, workshops, events

• Mid-Year Presentation to OBIO CAAP Steering Committee Leads

• Targeting of and Introductions to potential investors 



OBIO CAAP 2018 Companies
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CAAP Testimonial

“Conavi was fortunate to be an early participant in the 2015 cohort of 
OBIO CAAP and found it to be highly valuable as we navigated the 
complex ecosystem in the medical technology sector
We learned alongside other entrepreneurs and investors through this 
program. Importantly, Conavi met one of its most significant investors 
at an OBIO event, whose investment has had a profoundly positive 
impact on our company’s ability to bring a key product to market while 
broadening our global reach. Gail Garland and the rest of the OBIO 
team understand the local and global health science industry 
extremely well. They are pushing the envelope in terms of 
transforming the healthcare sector in Ontario to one that is 
increasingly economically productive and well-recognized on the world 
stage.”

Dr. Brian Courtney, CEO of Conavi Medical
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Interested in CAAP

• Email klausfiebig@obio.ca

• Phone 416-848-6839 ext. 105

For more information  

www.obio.ca/obiocaap
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http://www.obio.ca/obiocaap


Pre-CAAP is for early stage health science companies seeking a 
goal-oriented program to boost their investability.

Pre-CAAP addresses key areas of business strategy to prepare 
companies for financing success.
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OBIO Pre-CAAP

DIGITAL HEALTH 3 4 %

MEDICAL DEVICE/DIAGNOSTICS 4 5 %

THERAPEUTICS 2 1 %

Pre-CAAP companies 

since 2015

157



Benefits of Pre-CAAP

• Preparation for CAAP

• Strategic business advice

through one-on-one mentoring and workshops

• Investor readiness coaching and pitch review

• Dedicated support and access to PitchBook & 
GlobalData databases

• Networking events
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Pre-CAAP Investor, strategic & advisor 

introductions made in 2017/2018

151

Of the 2018 CAAP cohort

engaged in Pre-CAAP

50%



Interested in Pre-CAAP

• Free to OBIO members

• Email christinayeh@obio.ca

• Phone 416-848-6839 ext. 107
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Pre-CAAP
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Niagara Investment Summit 2019

• Targeting Canadian companies and North American 
investors

• Pitches and 1x1 meetings

• Three tracks:
- Artificial Intelligence in Health

- New Frontiers in Medicine

- Digital Health & Diagnostics

• Current CAAP and Post-CAAP companies are offered 
presentation slots
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Upcoming OBIO Events



Support for OBIO CAAP
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